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Growing up in Nice, you studied piano at a conservatory for several 

years before going to business school at France’s Institut Européen 

des Affaires. What role did the arts play in your childhood?

My family didn’t have a special taste for architecture or decoration, 

but they were lovers of craftsmanship. My taste for ceramics and 

authentic materials comes from growing up in the South of France; 

we made numerous visits to Vallauris and Biot—both renowned for 

the artworks realized there by people like Picasso. I was always 

drawing houses, villages, and towns. I still have several of them. 

You went on to look after fashion designer Pierre Cardin’s licensing 

business in Belgium, and later moved to Paris to spearhead the 

brand’s menswear collection. Is this where your work’s sense of 

volume, texture, and attention to detail comes from?

The man is more of an architect [than a fashion designer]. Pierre 

plays with tension—as well as line, volume, and geometry—unlike 

anybody else. He has a strong sense of graphics, too. For him, when 

designing a dress, the most important thing was its arc, not the fabric. 

I like strong lines, symmetry—and sometimes no symmetry. Working 

with him was very helpful for me. 

How did you transition into interior design? You didn’t have any formal 

training in the field. 

I was doing my own interior projects in Paris while working for Pierre. 

My first clients were friends—it became a real passion of mine to buy 

furniture and create rooms for them. They always told me I should do 

interiors instead of fashion. In 2000, I told Pierre I wanted to form my 

own company, because I wanted to feel free. I needed that freedom 

to get better at what I wanted to do. 

You founded your firm the following year, and have since designed 

interiors for offices and residences, and often collaborate with 

Carpenters Workshop Gallery. The results are minimal but warm, 

often orchestrated in old spaces in a way that feels curiously new. It 

seems like a very French style of design. 

I am proud of the architecture and arts décoratifs culture we have in 

France. I try my best to be a spokesperson for French craftsmanship 

and the “Made in France” approach—what I define as an intellectual, 

cultural kind of taste. Rigor and materiality, clean design with an easy 

line—this is the base of what I do. I don’t want to be too contemporary 

if the space is very old. After a project is completed, the client should 

recognize that something has been done, but not too much. It should 

look like it’s always been there, with everything fitting together.

You often mix historical objects with pieces you design yourself. 

Last fall, you had your first public U.S. gallery show at New York’s  

R & Company and launched your first standalone furniture collection. > 

Material samples inside the studio. 

(OPPOSITE) Interior designer Pierre 

Yovanovitch in his Paris atelier.

STUDIO VISIT     Pierre Yovanovitch

The sought-after French interior designer hosted us at his Paris 

studio, where he discussed the importance of his roots, creating 

custom furniture, and what informs his understated aesthetic.

INTERVIEW BY TIFFANY JOW

PHOTOS BY RACHAEL WOODSON
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(THIS SPREAD) Furniture, materi-

als, and artworks arranged in 

Yovanovitch’s Paris studio.

The Ours chairs, each topped with a pair of teddy bear–like ears, were 

my favorite. 

I design custom furniture for every project. This creates a richness 

and a kind of eclecticism in a space. Design has to be useful, not 

make a statement. For me, it has to be nice, but also fun. I try to create 

furniture that’s comfortable and not pretentious—something low-key 

and matte, with natural materials like wood and metal. This gives the 

furniture poetry. 

How involved are you in the furniture’s production process?

I’ve built a strong relationship with the craftspeople I work with—we’re 

like a family that grows up together with every new collaboration. They 

have an exceptional understanding of materials. I have so much respect 

for their attention to detail and preservation of such an old-world skill. 

Recently, you’ve started commissioning artists like James Turrell, 

Ugo Rondinone, and Daniel Bruen to do site-specific works for your 

residential projects. 

I love doing this. It’s the best way to make the architecture come alive. 

We worked with Japanese artist Tadashi Kawamata to create a giant 

wood bird’s nest for a bedroom in Paris. The result was amazing—it 

was such a strong, singular statement. You’ll never find another room 

like that anywhere. The artists are very proud to do this kind of work 

because it is not for sale. It’s forever. 

In 2016, your firm moved into a five-story 18th-century hôtel particulier 

in the Sentier neighborhood of Paris. It features furniture you designed—

including a 45-foot-long light fixture that hangs in its main staircase—

alongside pieces by John Keal, Tadashi Kawamata, Erwin Wurm, and 

Marc Quinn, among many others.

When I first visited the building, I immediately knew it was for me 

because it’s so French. I want clients who visit to feel like they’re in my 

house, not an office. We have a kitchen, dining room, a big salon where 

we can meet. Nothing is over-the-top. It’s just chic and very well done 

with good materials. There are thirty of us here now.

A lot of your projects can’t be shown since they’re for private clients. At 

the same time, you’re continuing to grow, with hotel projects in Portugal, 

Switzerland, and France currently in the works. How else can people 

see your work?

We recently found a space in Manhattan and will open a studio there 

in the spring. In addition to myself, two French architects will be there, 

along with a French interior designer. I want to maintain my roots, even 

as I am coming to New York. Being French—that’s why people call us.  

Beyond opening a stateside studio, how else are you planning to expand 

your practice? 

After creating the scenography for several galleries, including Patinoire 

Royale museum in Brussels and Kamel Mennour galleries in Paris and 

London, I’d love to try my hand at theater, especially for twentieth-

century opera repertoires. I think that would be an interesting venture 

and a natural next step.  
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